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Workplace Bullying: States Consider New Laws to Protect Victims
Lawmakers recognize that worker abuse is a problem and victims need legal protection
Aug. 10, 2010 - PRLog -- Seattle, WA – EVDense Corporation, maker of the EVDense Digital Diary, is
the leading Internet-based service to help victims of abuse document their daily activities. In the past, it
was very difficult for workplace abuse victims to capture and store digital evidence of bullying. Because of
the difficulty of proving workplace abuse, bosses have been emboldened to use their authority to yell,
humiliate, target and eventually get rid of employees. In a recent Time Magazine article
(http://www.time.com/time/nation/article/0,8599,2005358,00.html?hpt=T2), Adam Cohen writes that 37%
of American adults said they had been bullied at work, and until now, most of it was perfectly legal.
Today, the tide has turned. States such as New York are considering new laws to protect bullied employees.
These bills allow workers who can prove they were subject to hostile conduct to sue for lost wages,
medical expenses, emotional distress, and punitive damages. Mr. Cohen writes that 16 states are currently
considering anitbullying legislation, and in all of these bills the important factor is whether the employee
can prove hostile conduct by the boss, which is not an easy thing to do.
EVDense Digital Diary allows any employee to capture, store and retrieve emails, text messages, Facebook,
MySpace, Twitter and YouTube postings, pictures, voicemail, and even video recordings in a safe and
reliable way. For example, it’s easy to send an email or text message, or even capture a page from a SNS
account, and store it in EVDense. Each electronic copy is date and time stamped, and EVDense will certify
that it is an accurate copy of what you stored, and no changes or alterations have been made after the time it
was stored in EVDense.
If you are a victim of abuse at work, sign up for your EVDense Digital Diary account today at
http://www.evdense.com. It’s time to start protecting yourself.
About EVDense
Facts Count. The EVDense Digital Diary is a secure, time stamped document storage service for collecting
credible evidence. EVDense Digital Diary gives you the most effective way to provide court presentable
facts organized in chronological order. You can store any type of electronic files such as Word, PDF,
Email, Voicemail, etc. EVDense Corporation, a legal technology company and maker of the EVDense
Digital Diary, also provides software services and legal consulting for Fortune 500 companies, and with its
legal expertise advises trial court judges in the admission of electronically stored information as evidence.
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